OM Series Application Sheet

Company Type: Paving Company
Market: Asphalt Paving Production
Application Category: Process Control/Proportional Blending
Model Number: OM008S713-222G5

APPLICATION:
During the manufacture of asphalt paving, a mixture of rock, gravel and sand are added to and mixed with liquid asphalt. Prior to this mixing process, the aggregate must be dried and heated to bond the liquid asphalt to the aggregate. Most states require that an additive be sprayed over the aggregate after the heating process, and prior to mixing with the liquid asphalt. This additive increases the adhesion of liquid asphalt to the aggregate, and also prevents any residual moisture in the form of steam from interfering with the adhesion process.

PROBLEM:
Expensive liquid additive must maintain a specific ratio to the amount of dried aggregate. Over-application of the additive causes problems with adhesion, and increases costs. High viscosity of the liquid additive and constantly changing flowrates were a problem with some meters used in the past.

SOLUTION:
The selected FLOMECTM OM Series meter handles the high viscosity fluids and changing flowrates. This meter performs well in rugged conditions and provides excellent accuracy rates. The OM008S713-222G5 replaced a nutating disc meter that was unable to accurately register wide variations in flowrate.

ADVANTAGES OF USING FLOMECTM METERS
• RESPONDS ACCURATELY AND QUICKLY TO FLOWRATE CHANGES
• DURABLE IN RUGGED CONDITIONS
• ACCURATE WITH HIGH VISCOSITY LIQUID
• ECONOMICAL SOLUTION FOR THIS APPLICATION

ILLUSTRATED APPLICATION:
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